THURSDAY MORNING – BREAKFAST DISCUSSIONS:
1) **Newbies** (first CLASP meeting) – meet some long time CLASP folks, meet others who are new. Hosted by Nicole Marshall (Union College) and Bruce Moseley (Colgate University).

2) **Faculty Development** - Tim Otter (College of Idaho) and Joseph Tomaras (Bates College) will facilitate discussion about our faculty development role related to faculty productivity (papers, grants, other outcomes) and how to increase it (hurdles, incentives, what works, what doesn't).

3) **Information Sharing** - Claudia Scholz (Spelman College), who created the CLASP Wiki, and longtime CLASPer Kendra Mingo (Willamette University) will lead this discussion: How can CLASP members help each other? Let's avoid reinventing the wheel by assembling a resource library of documents, tools and best practices.

4) **IACUC and IRB** - Meet other CLASPers who also have IACUC or IRB responsibilities. Hosted by Donna Davin (Berry College) and Mary Hoehn (Skidmore College).

5) **Uniform Guidance** - Nancy Ball (Lafayette College) and Pamela Napier (Agnes Scott College) will facilitate discussion related to Uniform Guidance implementation. This is a chance to “talk UG” with others who want to “talk UG.”

FRIDAY MORNING – BREAKFAST DISCUSSIONS:
1) **2015 LAG (List Advisory Group) Meeting** (listed by class-terms end at annual meeting): 15: Bruce Moseley (Colgate), Jami Peele, chair (Kenyon). 16: Claudia Scholz (Spelman), vacant. 17: Pamela Napier (Agnes Scott), Amy Lindner (Hamilton).

2) **NIH Research Grants** - Kristin Geshel (University of Hartford) and Cara Martin-Tetreault (Bowdoin College) will host discussion of NIH grant mechanisms, challenges, and other NIH grant topics.

3) **NIH BRAD grants** - Tania Johnson, PI of Swarthmore College's NIH-BRAD grant, will field questions about this institutional grant that supports Research Administration Development activities

4) **Export Controls** Liz Haney (Middlebury College) and Nancy Ball (Lafayette College) anticipate this discussion will range from “what are Export Controls?” to how CLASP institutions are coping with these federal requirements.

5) **Research Administration Credentials** – what are they, should I get them? This table is hosted by Amy Cuhel-Schuckers, CRA, GPC (Franklin & Marshall College). Come learn what these initials stand for and what’s involved with earning these, and other, credentials.

6) **Collaborations and Subawards, including the NSF-ROA mechanism** – Bill Tomlinson (Skidmore College) and Franci Farnsworth (Middlebury College) will host this discussion.